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Prior Lake Outlet Control Structure Management Policy and Operating Procedures 

Introduction 
The purpose of this document is to state the goals, policies, and operating procedures that govern the 

use of the Prior Lake Outlet Control Structure (Outlet Structure).  The outlet and discharge of excess 

water from Prior Lake is addressed in the District’s Water Resources Management Plan, last revised May 

2013, a plan approved under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 103B and 103D.  Original construction of the 

Outlet Structure, subsequent modifications, reconstruction as well as operation of the Outlet Structure 

is permitted under Minnesota Protected Waters Permit 1979-6016. 

The Outlet Structure is designed to provide an outlet for a landlocked chain of lakes (Spring, Upper and 

Lower Prior Lakes) allowing water to be drained off Prior Lake during times of high lake levels, or 

predicted high water levels, in order to create storage and minimize adverse impacts to property and 

structures around Prior Lake.  The outlet has been used to discharge excess water from Prior Lake since 

it was constructed in 1983.  The original structure controlled discharge by means of a front slide gate 

and 16 side gates.  After 20 years of use, the original structure was beginning to deteriorate and 

discharge monitoring showed that it was inefficient in maximizing the capacity of the 36-inch reinforced 

concrete outlet pipe.  In addition, it was determined that the Prior Lake Outlet Channel (Outlet Channel) 

downstream could also be modified in several places to operate more efficiently with reduced erosion 

and downstream sedimentation.  The District therefore proposed Outlet Channel improvements and a 

new Outlet Structure. 

The existing Outlet Structure was constructed in 2010 with a fixed-crest weir set at an elevation of 902.5 

feet (NGVD 1929), which eliminated the need to manually open the structure to discharge water from 

the lake.  The Outlet Structure is also equipped with a slide gate (low-flow gate) to allow manual 

discharge down to a lake elevation of 902.0 as allowed by this Management Policy and Operating 

Procedures.  The Outlet Structure is also equipped with a slide gate (main gate) on the outlet pipe to 

allow for full closure of the outlet, as needed for emergencies or maintenance. 

Background information and studies leading up to the decision for Outlet Channel improvements and a 

new Outlet Structure are documented in the Environmental Assessment Worksheet for the Prior Lake 

Outlet and Channel Improvement Project, July 2004, and the Prior Lake Outlet Channel and Lake Volume 

Management Study, May 2003.  Preparation of this study was made possible by a Flood Damage 

Reduction Grant from the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, and included significant input 

from the public and from project partners such as the Cities of Prior Lake and Shakopee, Shakopee 

Mdewakanton Sioux Community (SMSC), and the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR).  

Construction Plans and As-Built Plans for the Outlet Structure are included as Attachment 1. 

Section I – Management Goals 
The District manages runoff within the District and the discharge from the Outlet Structure holistically 

by adhering to the Memorandum of Agreement for Use, Operation & Maintenance of the Prior Lake 

Outlet Channel and Outlet Structure (MOA), pursuing watershed runoff management and minimizing 
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flood impacts by efficient operation of the Outlet Structure within the confines of the capacity of the 

Outlet Structure and the Outlet Channel.  This plan is drafted with the following Management Goals in 

mind: 

 

1) To reduce flooding on the lake and within the Outlet Channel to the greatest practical extent. 

2) To enhance the recreational value of the lake and the terrestrial and aquatic life habitat values 

of the lake and Outlet Channel when feasible and consistent with this plan.   

3) To minimize shoreline erosion from flooding. 

Section II – Management Policy 
Management Policies are a means to achieving an established goal.  They are listed according to the goal 

they are designed to help achieve. 

A. Flood Reduction 
1) The District will control the discharge from Prior Lake to a flow rate not to exceed 65 cubic 

feet per second (cfs). 

2) The District will actively operate the low-flow gate in order to create storage capacity and 

maximize outlet efficiency. 

3) The District will implement stormwater management rules to minimize runoff volume and 

peak flow rates from new development and redevelopment. 

4) The District will cooperate with local, state and federal units of government to manage 

development based on the 100-year flood level for all bodies of water. 

5) The District will actively pursue partners and funding opportunities in order to implement 

cost-effective cost-share and capital improvement projects in the watershed to reduce 

runoff volume discharged to the lake.   

B. Recreation & Habitat Values 
1) The District will discourage the use of lake beds and beds of water bodies for the placement 

of roads, highways, utilities, and other non-water related actives. 

2) The District will encourage the wise use and protection of shorelands and other sensitive 

areas (e.g., steep slopes) in the District. 

 

These policies are consistent with the MNDNR’s goal to manage public waters as listed under 

Minnesota Administrative Rule 6115.0220 Water Level Controls Subpart 1.A, “to maintain or 

restore natural flow and natural water level conditions to the maximum feasible extent.” 

C. Shoreline & Bank Stability 
1) The District, in partnership with the MOA Cooperators, will inspect the condition of and 

maintain a stable outlet channel via implementation of engineered bank stabilization and 

maintenance projects, as necessary.  
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2) The District will implement erosion control rules to improve and protect the stability of 

shoreline areas. 

Section III – Operating Procedures 
These procedures establish discharge zones and the limits within which discharges may occur as a 

function of lake level and time (months).  A range of discharges is defined for each zone to account for 

the fixed-weir outlet capacity and operation of the low-flow gate.  The discharge zones are based on 

sound hydrologic principles and are designed to achieve the Management Goals and Policies.  

Hydrologic analysis and decisions related to establishing the discharge zones are documented in the 

Prior Lake Outlet Channel and Lake Volume Management Study, May 2003, the Prior Lake Stormwater 

Management and Flood Mitigation Study, December 2016, and Outlet Structure rating curves 

established by District monitoring, included herein as Attachment 2.  Attachment 3 shows the discharge 

zones and their allowable discharge rates in graphical form.  These zones are described in Section III.A 

below.  

The MOA with the Cities of Prior Lake and Shakopee and the SMSC specify certain actions to be taken 

before releasing any water through the Outlet Structure.  Prior to discharge from the Outlet Structure, 

the Outlet Channel must be inspected to ensure free flow conditions and the District shall provide notice 

to the Cities of Shakopee and Prior Lake and the SMSC. 

A.  Discharge Settings and Adjustments 
Discharge settings and adjustments are described as zones of control in the following paragraphs.  It 

should be noted that the low-flow gate is intended to be used minimally, as the outlet elevation was 

established at 902.5 (NGVD 1929) via Minnesota Protected Waters Permit 1979-6016 in order to comply 

with Minnesota Administrative Rule 6115.0221.   

A-1:  Zone 1 – 65 cfs Maximum Discharge (lake elevation >903.5’) 

The discharge capacity of the Outlet Structure is the same at or above a lake elevation of 903.5, whether 

or not the low-flow gate is open.  Therefore the low-flow gate will be operated in its closed position at 

or above a lake elevation of 903.5.  If the low-flow gate was open prior to the lake level reaching 903.5', 

it may remain open.  At these lake elevations, the maximum discharge of 65 cfs is based on the capacity 

of the outlet pipe that extends from the Outlet Structure to its daylight point west of CSAH 21.  Staff will 

ensure the Outlet Structure trash rack is free of debris to allow maximum flow through the structure. 

A-2:  Zone 2 – 50 cfs Maximum Discharge (lake elevation 902.5-903.5) 

Discharge within this zone ranges from zero to 50 cfs.  The Outlet Structure is designed such that 

discharge will occur automatically above elevation 902.5 when the low-flow gate is closed.  It is the 

intent of the District to operate the low-flow gate minimally during Zone 2 discharge.  The low-flow gate 

was not designed to manage high flows and is not to be expected to manage high water levels.  

However, as can be seen in Attachment 2, some additional discharge capacity can be realized with the 

low-flow gate open between the lake elevations of 902.5 and 903.5.  Therefore, the District may open 

the low-flow gate if the Spring Lake discharge rate (minus estimated infiltration and evaporation) 

exceeds the Outlet Structure discharge rate with the low-flow gate closed and there is an immediate 
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threat of Prior Lake rising above 904.0.  If the low-flow gate is opened within this zone, it will again be 

closed if: a) the lake elevation drops to 902.5, or b) the Spring Lake discharge rate (minus estimated 

infiltration and evaporation) drops below the Outlet Structure discharge rate with the low-flow gate 

closed.  The low-flow gate will not be opened below the lake elevation of 902.5, except for Zone 3 

discharge. 

A-3:  Zone 3 – Spring & Fall Drawdown (902.0-903.5) 

The low-flow gate was not designed to manage high flows and is not to be expected to manage high 

water levels.  The main purpose of the low-flow gate is to provide additional storage in spring and/or 

fall.  During March and April, the lake level will be allowed to drop to an elevation of 902.0 by opening 

the low-flow gate, if additional storage is anticipated to be needed.  Lake level forecasting may be 

calculated on a volume basis by translating the volume of water stored in upstream lakes and the snow-

water equivalent of the snowpack to the surface area above the (then) current elevation of Prior Lake.  

The low-flow gate will be closed when the lake reaches 902.0 or the need for additional storage has 

diminished. 

Under extraordinary wet conditions, the low-flow gate may also be opened during November & 

December to a level no less than 902.0.  These wet conditions would entail saturated ground conditions 

and a significant amount of discharge from Spring Lake to Prior Lake during November and December.  

These conditions represent an increased risk for an over-winter rise in lake level and potential spring 

flooding problems in combination with snowmelt.   

A-4:  Zone 4 – No Discharge (<902.0) 

The lake may not be lowered below 902.0 by use of the low-flow gate.  The Outlet Structure is capable 

of lowering the lake level to 901.5 if the low-flow gate is open.  This will not be allowed unless an 

emergency occurs and the DNR grants approval. 

B.  Data Collection and Discharge Adjustment 
Field data shall be collected and discharge adjustments at the Outlet Structure shall be performed in 

accordance with this section to implement the policy identified in Section I, Management Policy. 

B-1:  Outlet Channel Discharge Data 

Discharge will be calculated using a relationship with lake level or by installing equipment capable of 

calculating continuous discharge.  Lake level loggers will be installed and operated at the Outlet 

Structure when the Outlet Structure is in operation. 

The Outlet Channel will also be routinely inspected during outlet operation per the Prior Lake Outlet 

Channel Inspection Frequency Guidelines, appended hereto as Attachment 4.  These inspections will be 

completed to identify erosion, blockages, or flooding problems and may result in adjustment of the low-

flow gate or closure of the Outlet Structure main gate if maintenance is needed in the channel.   

B-2:  Lake Levels, Ditch and Creek Discharge Data 

The following data will be collected: 
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Stage & Discharge Data Frequency 

County Ditch 13 to Spring Lake Continuous recording during open water season 

Spring Lake to Prior Lake Continuous recording during open water season 

Prior Lake to Outlet Channel Continuous recording during open water season 

 

B-3:  Analysis and Reporting of Data 

The District shall analyze regularly and summarize annually the discharge and level data collected on 

Prior Lake as well as the log of Outlet Structure operations.  This summary shall be transmitted to the 

DNR Regional Office and the MOA Cooperators annually, or more frequently if problems or issues arise.  

This information shall also be posted to the District’s website.   

B-4:  Implementation of Recommended Action 

The District shall operate the Outlet Structure in accordance with Section III Operating Procedures. 

B-5:  Emergency Adjustment 

The District shall have the authority to adjust the Outlet Structure discharge rate when immediate 

change is necessary to reduce or avoid significant risk to safety or damage to property.  The District shall 

promptly communicate any emergency adjustments to the DNR and Prior Lake Outlet Channel 

Cooperators.   

If discharge to the Outlet Channel causes erosion, flooding, or other adverse consequences downstream, 

the outlet may be closed to allow Outlet Channel flows to abate and allow maintenance.  The District 

has a monitoring program to assist with promptly reacting to extreme rainfall events. 

B-6:  High Water Conditions 

When high water conditions are reported or predicted, the District shall promptly investigate the 

reported or predicted high water condition and determine whether adjustments can be made in the 

discharge through the Outlet Structure that would reduce the high water conditions.  If adjustments can 

be made that are consistent with the Management Policy, the District shall promptly make such 

adjustments as are appropriate to reduce high water conditions. For purposes of these operation 

procedures, high water is defined as a lake level at or above the Ordinary High Water elevation of 903.9. 

B-7:  Operational Responsibility 

The District may enter into a contract with another governmental agency to provide operating 

personnel.  Employees of the contracting agency will handle minor maintenance and repairs when 

required and will make regular trips to the site as directed by the District.  The Outlet Structure shall be 

operated by the District in accordance with the limitations set forth in the Prior Lake Outlet Control 

Structure Management Policy and Operating Procedures, Minnesota DNR Permit No. 79-6016 and the 

MOA with the Cities of Prior Lake and Shakopee and the SMSC. 
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Section IV – Terms and Amendments to the Management Policy and 

Operating Procedures 

A. Term 
This document defines the Management Policy and Operating Procedures for the Prior Lake 

Outlet Structure for the period of July 1, 2017 and thereafter.  Any amendments to this 

document shall be made pursuant to Section IV.B below. 

B. Review of Management Policy and Operating Procedures 
On or before April 1, 2020, the District shall submit to the DNR any amendments to this 

Management Policy and Operating Procedures deemed necessary by the District for the three 

(3) year period commencing July 1, 2020.  At least thirty (30) days prior to any submittal to the 

DNR, the District shall provide the municipalities within the watershed a copy of the proposed 

amendments such that sufficient opportunity to submit comments to the DNR is allowed.  

Within sixty (60) days of receipt, the DNR shall advise the District in writing of the acceptance, 

rejection, modification or additions to the proposal. 

 

Any public hearing that may be held on a proposed amendment to the Management Policy and 

Operating Procedures shall be governed by Minnesota Statutes 103F.311.  If a hearing is held, 

the existing operational procedures shall remain in full force and effect until a final 

administrative decision is reached.  Following the final administrative hearing decision, or if no 

hearing is held, the amendments, if any, shall be incorporated into the foregoing Management 

Policy and Operating Procedures for the following three (3) year term commencing July 1, 2020 

and be distributed to affected municipalities and agencies. 

 

This review procedure shall be repeated every three (3) years, although the District may deem 

that amendments are not necessary. 
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Attachment 1:  Outlet Structure Construction Plans & As-Built 

(Pages 9-10) 
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Attachment 2:  Outlet Structure Rating Curves 
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Attachment 3:  Discharge Zone Figure 
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Attachment 4:  PLOC Inspection Frequency Guidelines 

(Pages 14-15) 
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DRAFT Prior Lake Outlet System Inspection Frequency Guidelines 
Updated 4/28/17 

Channel Inspections:   Walk entire length of channel during spring and fall to document any 

significant changes that could cause issues, such as: erosion, blockage, downed trees, hazardous waste, 

or invasive species.  If possible, inspect before outlet structure starts discharging or when flow is low.  

Culvert Inspections:   All crossings of the outlet channel will be inspected based on risk factor.  

These are general guidelines and may be modified if needed. 

LOW RISK CROSSINGS: 

 Bridges  

 Box culverts  

 Oversized culverts  

 Weirs  

 Downstream sides of crossings when no grate is attached 

MEDIUM RISK CROSSINGS:   

 Crossings constructed or reconstructed within the last year 

 All other crossings that are not considered high or low risk  

HIGH RISK CROSSINGS: 

 Culverts with grates   

 Undersized  culverts 

 Crossings with items of concern from previous inspections 

 

 
Report Frequency – An annual report will be emailed to all partners by February 20th of each year 
summarizing the inspections and all projects in along the PLOC.  If issues arise and need attention, the 
appropriate partner will be contacted. 
 

Illicit Discharge:  All crossings of the outlet channel will be inspected based on risk factor.  These 

are general guidelines and may be modified if needed.  The District’s PLOC Inspection Form can be used 

during routine outlet channel inspections to detect continuous, transitory or intermittent discharges. If 

an illicit discharge is observed, such as significant flow during dry weather, the presence of raw sewage 

indicators, staining or residue, then an Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE) Inspection Form 

may be used during a follow-up inspection (See SOP Minimum Control Measure 3). If a citizen calls in a 

complaint about an illicit discharge, fill out the Illicit Discharge Inspection Form and follow-up, as 

needed.   

 No Flow from outlet structure Flow from outlet structure 

Low Risk 2x/year 2x/year 

Medium Risk 2x/year 1x/month 

High Risk 1x/month 1x/ week 
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Date: Current Weather Conditions: 

Inspector: Ground Conditions: 

Recent Precip: Inspection Start Time: 

Level of Prior Lake: Inspection End Time: 

 SEGMENT CROSSING NAME/MAP ID # NOTES 

 1 1-Prior Lake Outlet Structure 

 1 2-Outlet Pipe Daylight 

 1 3-Jeffers Pass 

 1 4-Lower Jeffers RR Culvert & Fish Barrier 

 1 5-Fountain Hills Dr 

 1 6-Co Rd 42 

 2 7-Squires Driveway (4070) 

 2 8-Kes Driveway 

 2 9-Kes Field Crossing 

 2 10-Pike Lake Park 

 3 11-Kinney Driveway (4270) 

 3 12-Pike Lake Staff Gauge 

 3 13-Kici Yapi Upper Culvert (camp manager inspects this all year) 

 3 14-Strauss Driveway (2318) 

 3 15-Pike Lake Rd 

 4a 16-Jackson Trail 

 4a 17-Gonyea Crossing 

 5 18-Co Rd 16 

 5a 18b-Riverside Bluffs (Check West pond outlet) 

 5c 20-Pike Lake Road 

 5c 20b-CSAH 21 

 6 21-Dean Lk Outlet & Hwy 169 

 7a 22-Gabions, Quarry Lake Berm, Railroad, New Quarry Lake Park Crossing 

 7b 23-Highway 101 

 8 25-Service Trail 
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Attachment 5:  Minnesota DNR Permit No. 1979-6016 

(Pages 17-20) 
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